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Part 1

READING AND USE OF ENGLISH

Part 1
PAPER 1PAPER 1PAPER 1

For questions 1-8, read the text below and decide which answer (A, B, C or D) best fits each gap. There is
an example at the beginning (0). Mark your answers on the separate answer sheet.

Most people are probably aware that honey, the (0) ..... sweetener that man has been using for thousands of
years, is (1) ..... by bees; but perhaps fewer of us realise just how important these tiny creatures are to farmers.

Bees pollinate fruit and vegetable crops; it has been said that every third mouthful we eat depends on a
bee having pollinated one or more of the ingredients, but now farmers in the United States are (2) ..... a
major problem. American bees are dying – and nobody knows why.
Making sure crops are (3) ..... pollinated has become big (4) ..... in the United States. Beekeepers 
load their hives onto huge lorries and transport them (5) ..... the country to pollinate the farmers’ crops.
When the bees finish their work in one state and return to their hives, they are taken on to another state.
The problem became apparent when the bees (6) ..... to return to their hives, with some beekeepers losing more
than 70 per cent of their insects. It soon became clear that the bees were flying off and dying in huge (7) ..... .

Now the race is on to find the cause and, hopefully, the solution. In the meantime, some beekeepers are
importing bees from other countries in the hope that they will be (8) ..... to whatever it is that is killing
their American cousins. Only time will tell.

The mystery of the
vanishing bees

Example:

  0   A normal                 B  pure                  C natural                  D physical 0    A         B         C         D                                            

 1   A  manufactured            B   fixed                          C  assembled                   D  produced
 2   A  facing                        B   finding                       C  solving                        D  meeting
 3   A  fairly                         B   properly                     C  precisely                      D  distinctly
 4   A  business                     B   industry                     C  work                            D  production
 5   A  through                      B   along                         C  over                             D  around
 6  A  stopped                      B   missed                       C  ignored                        D  failed
 7   A  sums                          B   levels                         C  numbers                      D  amounts
 8   A  opposed                     B   resistant                     C  defensive                     D  hostile

• Read the title to get a general idea of what the text is going to be about.
• Read the text once to get the general idea.
• Read again. Pay close attention to the words before and after each gap.
• Look at the choices you have. Choose the best one.
• Read again to see whether it makes sense.

TEST 1
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PAPER 1

Part 2

Swallowed by the sea?
The ‘Lost City of Atlantis’ was first described (0) ................................. Plato, the famous Greek philosopher,

over 2,000 years ago. His story paints a picture of an ancient civilisation whose hunger for power over others

led to (9) ................................. final downfall. According to Plato, after a failed attempt to invade Athens, ‘the

island of Atlantis was swallowed up by the sea and vanished’ in only one day. 

Ever (10) ................................. this legendary account was given, philosophers and scientists have taken part

in many debates and discussions about (11) ................................. the city was real or not. 

One American classical scholar, Daniel Dombrowski, claims that Plato wanted to show what happened when

man attempted to create an ‘ideal state’. However, some people have (12) ................................. forward the

idea that Atlantis could (13) ................................. been one of the islands we know today as Crete, Santorini,

Malta (14) ................................. Cyprus. And in their book ‘When The Sky Fell’, Rand and Rose Flem-Ath

suggest that the lost nation could still exist today under the thick snow of Antarctica. 

(15) ................................. theory we choose to believe, the myth of Atlantis seems set to remain a subject of

debate for quite (16) ................................. time to come!

For questions 9-16, read the text below and think of the word which best fits each gap. Use only one word in
each gap. There is an example at the beginning (0).

Write your answers IN CAPITAL LETTERS on the separate answer sheet.

 B Y0Example:

• Read the text quickly once, without paying attention to the gaps.
• Read again carefully, trying to fill each gap. The missing words can be:
adverbs, auxiliary verbs, prepositions, pronouns, conjunctions, etc. If you
can’t find the answer for a gap, move on to the next one and return later.

• When you’ve finished, read the text again to see if your answers are
grammatically correct and make sense in the sentence and the text.

TEST 1
PAPER 1
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TEST 1
PAPER 1

For questions 17-24, read the text below. Use the word given in capitals at the end of some of the lines to form
a word that fits in the gap in the same line. There is an example at the beginning (0).

Write your answers IN CAPITAL LETTERS on the separate answer sheet.

British Food

Many people are under the (0) ................................. that British food is

awful. It is said to be (17) ................................. and cooked badly, so the

idea that Britain has some of the best restaurants in the world is usually

met with roars of (18) .................................... . However, perhaps this is a

little unfair.

There have been some wonderful (19) .............................. in recent years.

There are now many excellent restaurants serving (20) ..............................

high-quality dishes that have been very (21) ..............................................

prepared. Also, many British chefs now have Michelin stars, which are

only awarded to the world’s very best chefs.

A good variety of food is available these days, too. In other words, the

food being served isn’t just French gourmet. There has been a huge rise in

the popularity of (22) ................................. British dishes. Fortunately,

gone are the days when the only things on the menu were boiled

vegetables and stewed meat!

So, the next time you get a chance, be (23) ..................................... and try

some real British food. You just might find that it no longer deserves its

terrible (24) ................................. .

IMPRESS

TASTE

LAUGH

IMPROVE

CUSTOM

SKILL

TRADITION

ADVENTURE

REPUTE

I M P R E S S I O N0Example:

• Read through the title and the whole text to understand what it is about.
• Decide what part of speech you need in each gap. Remember, you may
have to use the word in the plural form, or the negative form. Think of
possible prefixes and suffixes.

• Read the text again to see whether it makes sense.

Part 3
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TEST 1
PAPER 1

25  Guests can take as much food as they want from the hotel’s breakfast bar.
       LIMIT
       There is ......................................................... much food guests can take from the hotel’s breakfast bar.

26  I don’t want to go out tonight.
       STAY
       I’d .................................................................................................................................................. tonight.

27  It wasn’t my fault that you lost your keys again.
       BLAME
       You can’t ................................................................................................................................. keys again.

28  He can only borrow my car if he promises to bring it back tomorrow.
       PROVIDED
       I will only ............................................................................ that he promises to bring it back tomorrow.

29  Would you mind if I turned the radio down?
       TO
       Would you object ............................................................................................................ the radio down?

30  It might be cold so take a jacket.
       CASE
       Take a jacket ..................................................................................................................................... cold.

For questions 25-30, complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first sentence,
using the word given. Do not change the word given. You must use between two and five words, including
the word given. Here is an example (0).

Example:

  0    Bill said he’d never been to such a good restaurant.
       WAS
       Bill said .............................................................. he’d ever been to.

0Example: IT WAS THE BEST RESTAURANT

Read the whole sentence,
then look at the key word.
Think of the structure
being tested (e.g. passive,
reported, etc). Use the
given word to complete
the second sentence. Use
between two and five
words in each gap.

Part 4

Write only the missing words IN CAPITAL LETTERS on the separate answer sheet.
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TEST 1
PAPER 1

You are going to read an extract from a novel about an antique shop. For questions 31-36, choose the answer
(A, B, C or D) which you think fits best according to the text.

It was a rather small and genteel town. The sort of place where people like to retire, in order to spend
their final years taking a walk in a nice park full of roses and with a boating lake. It came with all the
other necessities for a civilised life. There were plenty of tea shops with tempting cakes and pastries,
and lots of bookshops and antique dealers, where those with time on their hands could browse at their
leisure. A place where no one ever said a cross word and smiles were worn by all.

Harry Pratchett had lived there all his life and he hated it. He owned, as his father had done before
him, a small antique shop tucked away on one of the little back lanes of the town. Not many people
ever wandered into the dusty, dimly-lit shop, or certainly not any locals, who knew better than to
provoke his terrifying bad temper. It was only unsuspecting tourists, who occasionally stumbled on
his little shop. Only they would venture inside to see if they could find any hidden gems to add to their
collection of antique ornaments at home.

And although the shop did indeed contain many hidden treasures, it was incredibly rare for anyone
ever to find them. As soon as anyone came into the shop, Harry would glower at them and bark out
gruffly, ‘What do you want?’ This was usually enough to send any unfortunate potential customer
scurrying straight back out the door they had entered only seconds before. The immediate retreat of a
customer, was the only thing known to bring a smile to Harry’s face, or so the locals who knew him
claimed.

It was a mystery to many just how Harry had managed to survive all these years with no customers to
sell to. It was decided, by the local gossip-mongers over tea in Mrs Gray’s shop, that his father must
have left him enough to live on. Nobody gave too much thought to Harry’s financial state, as there
were far more interesting people to gossip about than Harry. Harry was just accepted as one of the
town’s more ‘colourful’ characters, but someone who could be safely ignored.

When the door to his shop opened Harry couldn’t see who had entered at first, as the light behind her
meant he could only see her outline. Her face was in shadow. He was just about to bark out his usual
question when she stepped forward where he could see her. His voice died in his throat and all he
could do was stare at her open-mouthed. ‘Hello, Harry. It’s been quite a while since I saw you,’ she
said. This was something of a massive understatement, as it had been nearly fifty years since his young
wife had walked out of their house never to return.

Her reappearance, after all these years, had had the remarkable effect of stunning Harry into silence.
He wanted to ask her a million questions, beginning with ‘Where have you been?’ but found that his
brain and whole being had been thrown into such confusion that he was unable to get a word out of his
mouth. Stella, his wife, picked up a pretty art deco statuette to admire it. ‘I think it’s time that I returned
home,’ she said. Even Harry, the grumpiest man in the entire town, had enough reserves of humour for
this to raise a smile, even if it was one of simple disbelief. ‘I thought you were dead,’ he replied.

line 27

Part 5
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TEST 1
PAPER 1

31  In the first paragraph, what impression does the writer give
of the town?

       A   People led comfortable lives there.
       B    Most residents were bored of the place.
       C   There were no young people at all.
       D   It was located in the countryside.

32  Why didn’t Harry’s shop have many customers?
       A   No one knew where the shop was.
       B    Most people knew he was irritable.
       C   It was too dark to see in the shop.
       D   The shop looked like it was closed.

33  In the third paragraph, the writer implies that
       A   customers never went into the shop.
       B    the shop had nothing of value in it.
       C   Harry enjoyed frightening customers.
       D   Harry never spoke to customers.

34  What was the attitude of the townspeople to Harry?
       A   They believed he was very poor.
       B    They enjoyed gossiping about him.
       C   They worried about his finances.
       D   They didn’t give him much thought.

35  The writer uses the phrase ‘massive understatement’
(line 27) to mean that

       A   Harry was too surprised to speak.
       B    Harry knew his wife would return.
       C   Harry thought it had been a very long time since his wife

left.
       D   Harry wasn’t interested in what his wife had to say at all.

36  How did Harry feel about his wife returning home?
       A   He thought it was hilarious.
       B    He was very angry about it.
       C   He needed time to think about it.
       D   He was quite shocked by it.

•  Read the text quickly
to get a general idea of
what it is about.

•  Look at the first part of
the question and
underline key words.
Don’t read the options
A-D yet. Find the part
of the text the question
refers to. Try to answer
the question without
looking at the options.

•  Go through the options
and underline the key
words.

•  Choose the answer that
fits best. Keep in mind
that the information
may be rephrased.

•  Even if you think you
know the correct
answer, always check
that the others are not
appropriate.

•  Check your answer
against the text.
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TEST 1
PAPER 1

You are going to read an article about the world of advertising. Six sentences have been removed from the
article. Choose from the sentences A-G the one which fits each gap (37-42). There is one extra sentence
which you do not need to use.

The perfect world
A journalist discusses the ‘tricks of the trade’ employed by the world of advertising.

Afew years ago, a company called Space
Marketing came up with a plan to send a

mile-long advertisement into space. Using light
reflected from the sun, it would beam out a message
as large as the moon that could be seen by every single
person on the planet as it orbited the Earth. 

Needless to say, this would have been one advert
that couldn’t have been thrown out with the junk mail
or switched off by remote control.
Advertising standards agencies eventually decided not
to allow Space Marketing to go ahead with their plans
and they were forced to abandon them, but not before
several major companies had made serious enquiries
about launching their logos into space.

Space may indeed be the final frontier for
advertisers, because on Earth we are already
surrounded by advertising wherever we are and
whatever we are doing. There are the
promises of health and vitality on the cereal packet we
ate from this morning, for example, and the ad that we
saw on the side of the bus we caught to work. And
what about the logos we see on the clothing of the
people we walk past in the streets? 
Most of the time, we are probably not even aware

of these less obvious advertising tactics, but that

doesn’t mean that they aren’t effective. You
are in a packed cinema, watching the latest
Hollywood blockbuster. There are adverts before the
film, there may even be adverts during a break in the
film, but are there any during the film? Well, look
carefully at the make of car your favourite actor is
driving. And what about his watch? Can you see what
brand it is? Chances are, you can, and the company
that owns the brand is likely to have paid thousands
for it to appear in the film. 

Whilst products are most often ‘placed’ in this way
in movies and TV series, they also sometimes appear
in music videos, video games, plays and even books.

You may not realise you are being
influenced by a technique that sounds so simple, but
advertisers consider product placement to be a highly
effective form of advertising. After all, they would not
be willing to spend as much money on it as they do if
they didn’t truly believe it worked. 

In fact, associating products with cool, exciting
lives seems to be one of the most common forms of
advertising. Some advertising companies even
employ ‘cool hunters’ or marketing professionals to
find out for them exactly what young people find cool.

And let’s not forget the power of pure
entertainment! If the consumers are looking
forward to the next ‘episode’ of an ad, once again the
product has become associated with something ‘cool’
and is therefore likely to see a considerable rise in
popularity. 

So, whether Space Marketing eventually succeeds
in launching ads into space or not is perhaps a less
important issue than it might seem. Our
everyday lives are already strongly influenced by
advertising, whether we realise it or not.

37

38

39

40

41

42

Part 6
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TEST 1
PAPER 1

• Read through the text and think of what kind of information is missing.
• Read the list of missing sentences. 
• Fit the sentences into the gaps.
• Remember to look for clues such as reference words (he, it, that, this, etc).
• Check your answers and read through the text to see if it makes sense.
• Remember that there is one sentence you do not need to use.

     A  The hope is to get people to believe that if

they can have the products, then they can

have the cool, happy lifestyles of their

heroes, too.

     B   Apart from the obvious adverts that we see

every day on TV, on billboards and in

newspapers and magazines, there is a whole

‘other world’ of advertising messages

fighting for our attention.

     C  However, this is a truly inescapable form of

advertising. 

     D  Nowadays, many TV adverts have become

more like soap operas with a series of

humorous adventures complete with their

own cast.

     E   To a certain extent, this would not change a

thing.

     F   To advertising executives and agencies, it

would have been ‘a dream come true’.

     G  Take ‘product placement’, for example.
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46

47

48

49

50
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52
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TEST 1
PAPER 1

You are going to read a magazine article about people who go to music festivals. For questions 43-52, choose
from the people (A-D). The people may be chosen more than once.

has had their opinion about a festival altered?

doesn’t leave as soon as the festival ends?

appreciates the diversity of performers at the festival?

is relieved at not having to stay overnight at the festival?

finds a particular way an audience responds exciting?

enjoys an event in which festival-goers take part, too?

cannot buy festival tickets in advance?

was impressed by an outstanding performance at a festival?

does not need to buy a ticket to attend the festival?

once didn’t attend a festival event due to illness?

Read the questions and underline the key words. Read the texts and
find which part each question refers to. The information might be
paraphrased.

Part 7
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TEST 1
PAPER 1

SummerMusic Festivals
Nick Hendon has been going to the Cambridge
Folk Festival for over twenty years. “Our house
is barely a stone’s throw from Cherry Hinton
Hall, where the festival is held, so I don’t have
to put up with staying in a mud-filled tent for the
weekend,” he jokes. At first, he used to go with
friends from university but now that he is
married it has become an annual family event.
The festival isn’t just strictly folk music,
though, and a wide variety of artists perform.
His favourite festival area is the Club Tent
where, as well as the invited artists, members of
the audience can get up and perform. “My wife,
Sarah, usually takes part. She has a beautiful
singing voice and isn’t the least bit shy about
showing it off,” he says proudly.

Debby Harris says she would never have
started going to Glastonbury Festival if her
friend who runs a food stall hadn’t needed a
hand a few years back. “I thought it would just
be all mud, noise and chaos, so I’d never fancied
it.” Now she claims she would actually pay her
friend for the privilege of working on her stall!
“The tickets sell like hot cakes as soon as they’re
on sale, so it’s the best way of making sure I can
get to the festival,” she points out. Debby says
it’s not just the rock music that makes the
festival so special. “I’ve met some wonderful
people.” When the festival’s over she stays on
for a couple of days to help the organisers clean
up the site.

Graham Crosby is a dedicated classical music
enthusiast. Every year he tries to get to as many
concerts as possible during the eight-week
Proms festival season. “You have to queue up on
the day of the concert to get a ticket.” The Proms
is the largest classical music festival in the
world. Although there is seating at the concerts,
the most popular tickets are for the standing area
in front of the orchestra. “The atmosphere is
much more relaxed than at other classical
concerts, especially at the Last Night of the
Proms. In fact, the audience sometimes behave
more like rock fans, jumping up and down to the
music, which is really exhilarating. I’ve only
missed the last night once in forty years, and that
was only because of a bout of the flu.”

Joan Mitchell does her best to get to the
International Eisteddfod, a dance and music
festival which takes place every July in Wales.
Whenever possible she makes it part of her
summer holiday, staying at one of the town’s
hotels. The festival is also famous for the final
Sunday Evening Gala concert which usually has
some of the biggest names in opera as guest
performers. “I’ve seen Dame Kiri Te Kanawa
and Montserrat Caballe, but no one could ever
match up to Pavarotti. He was absolutely
breathtaking! I just love the fact that there are so
many different kinds of people up there on
stage.”
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Part 1

WRITING (FCE for Schools)
PAPER 2

TEST 1

You must answer this question. Write your answer in 140-190 words in an appropriate style on the
separate answer sheet.

1 In your English class you have been talking about teenagers and work. Now your English teacher
has asked you to write an essay.

Write an essay using all the notes and giving reasons for your point of view.

     Notes

     Write about:

     1.  having enough time

     2.  gaining useful skills

     3.  .................................. (your own idea)

Some people say that all teenagers should get a part-time job. Do you agree?
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Part 2

TEST 1
PAPER 2

Write an answer to one of the questions 2-4 in this part. Write your answer in 140-190 words in an
appropriate style on the separate answer sheet. Put the question number in the box at the top of the
answer sheet.

2 You have seen this advertisement in an international magazine for teenagers.

4 You have seen this advertisement in a school magazine.

3 You have seen this announcement on a website for young learners of English.

Write your letter.

Write your article.

Write your story.

CAN YOU HELP US?

We are looking for teenagers from all over the world to come and be part of a
documentary about the lives of teens in different countries this June. Write and tell us
about yourself, why you think we should choose you and what you think you would
gain from this experience.

Write to the director, Mr Jackson, NOW!

Stories Wanted
Are you a good writer? Do you have lots of imagination? We are looking for short
stories for the school magazine. Your story must begin with the following sentence:

As Samantha looked over her shoulder, she was sure that someone was following her.

Your story must include:
•  a bag
•  a mistake.

CELEBRATIONS

We are interested in publishing some articles about celebrations around the world. Write an
article about a celebration or a special day in your country. In your article, tell us:

•  what the celebration is all about
•  what people do on this day
•  what you particularly enjoy about this celebration.

All the best articles will appear on our site!
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Part 1

WRITING (FCE)
PAPER 2

TEST 1

You must answer this question. Write your answer in 140-190 words in an appropriate style on the
separate answer sheet.

1 In your English class you have had a discussion about the older generation. Now your English
teacher has asked you to write an essay.

Write an essay using all the notes and giving reasons for your point of view.

     Notes

     Write about:

     1.  advice from life experience

     2.  historical information

     3.  .................................. (your own idea)

There are many things that young people today can learn from the older generation. Do you agree?

Read the rubric
carefully, underlining
the key words/phrases.
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Part 2

TEST 1
PAPER 2

Write an answer to one of the questions 2-4 in this part. Write your answer in 140-190 words in an
appropriate style on the separate answer sheet. Put the question number in the box at the top of the
answer sheet.

2 You have received this email from your English-speaking friend Lisa.

Write your review.

3

Write your email.

Write your report.

4 You recently saw this notice in your local newspaper.

Some friends of mine are visiting your area soon for a week. Can you tell me
some places they could visit? Where can they stay? What’s the best way to see
the surrounding area – car, bus or train?

Thanks,
Lisa

From: Lisa

Subject: friends’ visit

Spend a short time reading each task carefully – ask yourself whether you
know the appropriate vocabulary in each case before making your choice.

Fresh Tastes!
We are looking for new writers to tell us about their experiences in one of the many
new restaurants that have opened in the city in the last year. If you have visited one of
them and would like to review it, then we want to hear from you. Tell us about the
atmosphere, the quality of the food and the standard of service and say if you would
recommend the restaurant to others.

We will publish the best reviews over the coming weeks.

You have been asked to write a report for the local council on public transport in your
area.
Your report should:
•  include the means of transport available
•  suggest improvements that could be made to the service.
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Part 1Part 1
You will hear people talking in eight different situations. For questions 1-8, choose the best answer (A, B or C).

 1   You hear a man talking on the local radio station. What are you listening to?
       A   a travel programme
       B    an advertisement
       C   an economics programme

 2   You hear a TV chat show host talking about someone called George Grosvenor. Who is George
Grosvenor?

       A   a politician
       B    a farmer
       C   a fisherman

 3   You hear a man and a woman talking. Where are they?
       A   in a film studio
       B    in a radio studio
       C   in a TV studio

 4   You hear a doctor talking to a patient. How does the patient feel?
       A   dizzy
       B    tired
       C   in pain

 5   You hear a news item about a woman called Mrs Turner. What is she supposed to do?
       A   pay £58 a week rent
       B    pay 15 pence a week to the judge
       C   pay the council money

 6   You hear a young man talking. What is he?
       A   a parent
       B    a student
       C   a teacher

 7   You hear a short news item about a cancelled theatre performance. What is the theatre going to
do?

       A   put on an additional performance
       B    cancel all matinée performances
       C   change the dates for afternoon performances

 8   You hear a woman talking on the telephone. Who is she talking to?
       A   a lawyer
       B    a secretary
       C   a builder

PAPER 3
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Part 2
You will hear part of a radio programme on which a reviewer talks about a newly-published book about a
woman called Natalie Hardcastle. For questions 9-18, complete the sentences with a word or short phrase. 

Natalie Hardcastle’s house had no or running water.

A , which injured her foot, ended Natalie’s Olympic hopes.

Tony Hardcastle was a racing driver and rich when Natalie first met
him.

Natalie and her children were left with no money when her husband’s business deals lead to

.

In order to restart his racing career, Tony went to .

Natalie then travelled round in a van selling and beauty products.

Natalie took with her while travelling around in her van at weekends.

Natalie soon ran out of  when Tony returned and made her give up
her business.

Tony left huge debts when he died suddenly in a .

The book made the reviewer think more positively of her own .

10

9

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

TEST 1
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Part 3
You will hear five short extracts in which people are talking about a public protest. For questions 19-23,
choose from the list (A-H) which statement applies to each person. Use the letters only once. There are
three extra letters which you do not need to use.

 A   This person did not expect what happened.

 B   This person was proved right.

 C   This person was prevented from doing their shopping.

 D   This person witnessed someone getting injured.

 E   This person was very embarrassed.

 F   This person will do things differently in the future.

 G   This person was curious to see what would happen.

 H   This person needed some assistance.

Speaker 1

Speaker 2

Speaker 3

Speaker 4

Speaker 5

19

20

21

22

23
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Part 4
You will hear a radio interview with a conservationist called Kay Giles, who is trying to help young people
understand the importance of protecting the environment. For questions 24-30, choose the best answer
(A, B or C).

24  What does Kay hope to do? 
       A   set up a new organisation
       B    make teachers pay attention to her
       C   encourage environmentalism in pupils

25  What is the aim of getting students to conduct surveys?
       A   to involve family members in environmentalism
       B    to prevent students spending too much time in class
       C   to make them aware of pollution from factories

26  In order to be better at protecting the environment students should learn to
       A   separate waste into the right category.
       B    arrange how they manage activities at home.
       C   use more than one bin for household waste.

27  The Second Chance project
       A   donates old items to landfill sites.
       B    arranges for the collection of unwanted goods.
       C   sells second-hand clothes to young people.

28  According to Kay, today’s younger generation
       A   will need ten years to develop environmental awareness.
       B    can teach their own parents to be more environmentally aware.
       C   understand green issues more than previous generations.

29  According to Kay, what is the government’s policy on the environment?
       A   They take the issue very seriously indeed.
       B    It’s already too late to protect the environment.
       C   They only do a limited amount to protect the environment.

30  What advice does Kay give young people in the end?
       A   Set up an environmental website.
       B    Make a start at being green straightaway.
       C   Wait and see what will happen in the future.

TEST 1
PAPER 3
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Practice Test 1Practice Test 1

Part 1

     1  D                   3  B                   5  D                   7  C
     2  A                   4  A                   6  D                   8  B

Part 2

     9  its         11   whether    13   have    15   Whichever
   10   since     12   put            14   or          16   some

Part 3

   17   tasteless                         21   skilfully/skillfully
   18   laughter                          22   traditional
   19   improvements                23   adventurous
   20   customers                      24   reputation

Part 4

   25    no limit to how                         29   tomy/me turning
   26    rather stay in                         30   in case it is/gets
   27    blame me for losing your
   28    lend him my car provided

Part 5

   31   A   (para 1 Ln 5)               34   D  (para 4 Lns 20-22)
   32   B   (para 3 Lns 13-15)      35   C  (para 5 Lns 27-28)
   33   C   (para 3 Lns 15-16)      36   D  (para 6 Lns 29-31)

Part 6

   37   F      38   B      39   G      40   A      41   D      42   E

Part 7

   43   B  (Lns 4-7)                          48   A (Lns 11-14)
   44   B  (Lns 13-15)                      49   C (Lns 4-5)
   45   D  (Lns 12-14)                      50   D (Lns 10-12)
   46   A (Lns 4-6)                          51   B (Lns 8-10)
   47   C (Lns 11-14)                      52   C (Lns 14-16)

Part 1  

  1   (Suggested answer)
Teenagers at Work!

       Teenagers these days want to buy the latest
gadgets and socialise, but parents cannot always
afford to give them pocket money. For this reason, I
believe that teens should get a job. 

       Firstly, teens have plenty of time to work. Although they
need to focus on their studies, they could still work
two evenings per week in a supermarket, for instance.

Paper 2 – Writing (FCE for schools)

Paper 1 – Reading and Use of English

       This way, they can do well at school and earn some
pocket money as well.

       Secondly, having a job can teach a teenager many
useful skills. They can learn how to work with others,
how to take orders and how to handle money, for
example. Consequently, they will be more attractive
to future employers.

       On the other hand, some say that the youth should
not have to work. They believe that it would be more
valuable not only to study but to do sports, socialise
to build up social skills and travel to see the world.
This is all very well, but where will the money come
from? 

       In conclusion, I believe that working will do a teenager
no harm. In fact, it may help them to become
responsible adults. 

Part 2  

  2   (Suggested answer)

Dear Mr Jackson,
I have just read your advert in the magazine Young Days
for volunteers to be part of your documentary about
the lives of teenagers. It sounds like a very interesting
experience and therefore I would like to apply. 
I am 14 years old and in year 10 at secondary
school. I am studying hard at school this year, and I
am also in a local basketball team. I sometimes work
at a local bakery which I really enjoy.
I believe I would be a great choice to help you with
your documentary. I have been told by my English
teacher that I speak English very well and express
my opinions clearly. In fact, I quite like being the
centre of attention! I am in the school drama club and
last year I played the lead role in the school play.
I really hope that you will consider me. I think that
this would be a great chance for me to improve my
English and meet other young people from around
the world. 
I look forward to hearing from you.
Yours sincerely,
Sophie Anderson

  3   (Suggested answer)

The Festival of Lights
In my country, Thailand, everyone enjoys Loi
Krathong, the most beautiful celebration of the year. It
takes place during the full moon at the end of October
or the beginning of November over three days. 
During this festival, small baskets called Krathongs
are decorated with candles, leaves and flowers in
amazing designs. Children even take part in
Krathong contests in schools. They float them on the
water to let go of bad feelings and bad luck and to
welcome in happiness and good luck. 
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On this day, I love to go down to the river with my
family to release our Krathong. It’s so much fun as
everyone is in a good mood. We light the incense
and candles in our Krathong, everyone silently
makes a wish, and then we push our colourful boat
onto the river. Afterwards, we buy tasty snacks from
a street vendor and enjoy them together while
watching the river and the amazing fireworks. It’s
like the river and the sky are on fire!
As the last fireworks light up the sky, I always feel
sad that this celebration is over for another year. You
must visit Thailand someday during Loi Krathong!

  4   (Suggested answer)

The Same Bag
As Samantha looked over her shoulder, she was
sure that someone was following her. She had been
studying at the library and a girl had been sitting next
to her. Why was she walking exactly the same way
now?
Samantha walked faster, then looked back again.
Now the girl was running towards Samantha and
waving her arms. Samantha reached for her mobile
phone in the front of her backpack to call her dad,
but guess what? It wasn’t there!
Just then, as the girl got nearer, Samantha saw that
she was carrying a backpack exactly the same as hers!
‘Oh, Samantha, I hope I didn’t startle you,’ the girl
gasped as she caught up to her. ‘How … how do you
know my name?’ Samantha whispered, scared to
death. ‘Well, you picked up my bag by mistake when
you left the library. When I opened this bag, I saw that
your name was on the front of one of your textbooks.’
Both of them started giggling, and from that day on they
were really good friends. People are always amazed
when they tell them the funny story of how they met!

   

Part 1  

  1   (Suggested answer)
Teaching Young Dogs New Tricks

Some young people behave as if the older generation
know nothing. I believe, however, that the older
generation can offer the youth of today a wealth of
knowledge.
First of all, the older generation can offer valuable
advice. Since they have had to make many similar
decisions that younger people are faced with now,
they can help guide them along life’s path. For
example, a parent could help their child choose a job.
Secondly, the older generation can provide important
historical information. That is, they can give a
detailed account of what life was like in a different

Paper 2 – Writing (FCE)

era. For instance, they could explain what it is like to
live through a war. Consequently, the youth can learn
how the past can shape the future.
On the other hand, some people may argue that it is
the young people who can teach the older
generation a thing or two. One only has to look at the
ever changing world of technology which the ageing
among us sometimes have trouble with. However,
there are more important things to life than knowing
how to use the latest gadget.
In summary, the older generation can offer advice and
provide the younger generation with useful information
regarding history. They are a rich resource of
information that today’s youth should not dismiss.

Part 2

  2   (Suggested answer)

Dear Lisa, 
I’m so happy that your friends have decided to
spend a week in Stockholm. There is so much to see
and do that they’re going to be spoilt for choice. 
One place that is not to be missed is Djurgarden. It’s
an island that’s been in the Royal Family since the
fifteenth century and is home to the Rosendal
Palace. The guided tours are amazing. 
The city also has a stunning modern museum, The
Moderna Museet, with works by Matisse, Picasso
and Dali. Another stop should be the Nobel Prize
Museum. Here your friends can find out about
people and ideas that are changing the world.
As for accommodation, it depends on their taste and
budget. We have everything from hostels to five-star
hotels. Personally, I recommend they stay at a bed
and breakfast. They’re great value for money and as
close to living as a “Swede” as it gets. 
When it comes to getting around, I think the best way
is on foot, but we do have a great subway system.
If they like, I would gladly be their personal tour guide.
I hope I’ve been of help.
Best wishes,
Lars

  3   (Suggested answer)

Public Transport in Park City
Introduction
This report aims to discuss the public transport
services in our city and to make suggestions for
improvements that would enhance the public
transport system. 

Means of Transport Available
At present, there are three types of public transport
available:
1) bus
2) train
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3) underground
Currently the buses run from 6 am until 10 pm, the
train runs from 6 am until 11 pm, and the underground
operates from 6am until midnight.
The price of a ticket is £1.50 for one hour.

Feedback
Local residents were asked to complete a
questionnaire about how they would improve our
current public transport system. Here are the results:
75% suggested extending the hours
52% suggested reducing the price of a ticket
35% suggested weekly or monthly discount passes
be made available
22% suggested more routes

Recommendations
As most residents were in favour of extending the
hours of service, I would recommend the local
council look into the possibility of a longer running
time for each of the services. I would also
recommend that the council hold a review of the cost
of tickets, with a view to reducing the prices. 

  4   (Suggested answer)

Tickling your Taste buds at Casablanca
There’s no shortage of new restaurants in the
centre. Last night I had the pleasure of dining on
Moroccan cuisine at Casablanca. 
From the moment you walk in the door you feel like
you’ve been transported to Morocco. The interior
designer did an excellent job, soaking the walls in
deep reds and blues. The aroma coming from the
kitchen makes the mouth water as soon as you enter
with its mix of saffron, ginger and cinnamon.  
The meal began with a traditional salad of tomatoes
and a selection of fresh peppers. Moroccan cuisine is
known for its spices and the main dish of lamb with
dried plums did not disappoint. The seasoning kept my
mouth both delighted and at the same time looking for
a cold glass of water. The wonderful dessert menu
was filled with sweet pastries with almonds and honey.
However, the portion sizes of the first two dishes kept
me from being able to sample them.
As for the staff, they could not have been more polite
or friendly. I will definitely be returning on a regular
basis and I suggest anyone who likes a little spice in
their meals to do the same.

Part 1
     1   B              3   C              5   C              7    A
     2   A              4   B              6   C              8    C

Paper 3 – Listening

Part 2

     9   electricity                     14   clothes 
   10    riding accident             15   her children
   11    businessman               16   money
   12    (financial) disaster       17   (barroom) fight
   13    Europe                        18   husband

Part 3

   19    G        20 A        21 H            22    B             23    E

Part 4

   24    C        26 B        28 C            30   B
   25    A        27 B        29 C

Practice Test 2Practice Test 2

Part 1

   1  B                 3  B                 5  D                 7  C
   2  A                 4  D                 6  A                 8  A

Part 2

   9  any/to   11   As/While       13   himself        15   would
 10   put        12   only               14   fact              16   with

Part 3

  17  historic/historical            21   normally  
   18   mysterious                     22   colourful
   19   curiosity                          23   unusual
   20   entrance                         24   memorable

Part 4

   25   in case you get tired       28   take advantage of
   26   gave up playing tennis    29   instead of going
   27   no point (in) saving          30   has been driving since

Part 5

   31   D   (para 1 Lns  3-6)      34   A  (para 3 Lns 20-21)
   32   D  (para 2 Lns 11-12)    35   B  (para 4 Lns 29-30)
   33   C                                  36   C  (para 5 Lns 35-36)

Part 6

   37   B      38   D      39   G      40   A      41   C      42   F

Part 7

   43   D (Lns 14-15)                  48   B (Lns 10-11)
   44   C (Lns 7-8)                      49   B (Lns 1-3)
   45   C (Lns 2-3)                      50   D (Lns 1-3)
   46   B (Lns 6-7)                      51   A (Lns 7-8)
   47   D (Lns 10-14)                  52   C (Lns 8-10)

Paper 1 – Reading and Use of English
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Further Practice on Word Distractors

   1   C
    2   D
    3   A
    4   C
    5   D
    6   B
    7   C
    8   C
    9   C
  10   C
  11   C
  12   A
  13   D
  14   A
  15   C
  16   B
  17   D
  18   C
  19   D
  20   A
  21   B
  22   D
  23   B
  24   A
  25   A
  26   C

  27   B
  28   A
  29   D
  30   C
  31   D
  32   B
  33   A
  34   D
  35   B
  36   D
  37   D
  38   C
  39   C
  40   B
  41   A
  42   B
  43   A
  44   C
  45   D
  46   B
  47   A
  48   D
  49   C
  50   B
  51   B
  52   C

  53   D
  54   C
  55   B
  56   B
  57   C
  58   C
  59   A
  60   B
  61   C
  62   C
  63   D
  64   D
  65   D
  66   C
  67   C
  68   B
  69   C
  70   C
  71   A
  72   B
  73   D
  74   B
  75   C
  76   D
  77   B
  78   C

  79   C
  80   D
  81   D
  82   D
  83   D
  84   C
  85   C
  86   C
  87   B
  88   A
  89   C
  90   B
  91   A
  92   C
  93   A
  94   D
  95   B
  96   C
  97   D
  98   C
  99   A
100   B
101   B
102   B
103   B
104   A

105   C
106   B
107   D
108   A
109   D
110   D
111   C
112   A
113   D
114   B
115   C
116   A
117   A
118   A
119   C
120   C
121   C
122   B
123   D
124   D
125   B
126   C
127   A
128   D
129   B
130   B

Further Practice on Open Cloze
Sentences

   1   who/that
    2   on
    3   too
    4   the
    5   for
    6   her
    7   where
    8   a
    9   has
  10   with
  11   have
  12   been
  13   what
  14   of
  15   a
  16   on/for
  17   how
  18   between
  19   not
  20   Did
  21   ago
  22   What
  23   in/with
  24   which
  25   one
  26   there
  27   would

  28   since
  29   nor
  30   up
  31   an
  32   was
  33   to
  34   spite
  35   them
  36   was
  37   in
  38   by
  39   more
  40   is
  41   few
  42   was
  43   being
  44   possible
  45   she
  46   but
  47   any
  48   if
  49   asleep
  50   came
  51   what
  52   Before
  53   had
  54   because

  55   take
  56   so
  57   were
  58   like
  59   one
  60   Not
  61   nothing
  62   came
  63   Over
  64    needs/wants
  65   enough
  66   started
  67   whose
  68   for
  69   and
  70   be
  71   do
  72   has/had
  73   on
  74   in
  75   could
  76   must
  77   thanks
  78   far
  79   to
  80   as
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   1   ... haven’t heard from ...
   2   ... did not succeed in persuading ...
   3   ... last time I saw ...
   4   ... accused his assistant of giving ...
   5   ... did you start studying ...
   6   ... are not old enough ...
   7   ... have been on strike ...
   8   ... be aware of ...
   9   ... is said to be owned ...
 10   ... has been / is six years since ...
 11   ... in a good mood ...
 12   ... get rid of ...
 13   ... gave me (their) permission to ...
 14   ... to cut down on ...
 15   ... never been given such a ...
 16   ... may have gone ...
 17   ... would rather not lend ...
 18   ... can’t have planned ...
 19   ... prefer not to work ... / prefer that I didn’t work ...
 20   ... is being blamed ...
 21   ... gets on well ...
 22   ... put up with ...
 23   ... is likely to win ...
 24   ... kept an eye on ...
 25   ... in order to catch ...
 26   ... only one/employee who did not ...
 27   ... no chance of winning ...
 28   ... was not cut out to ...
 29   ... high time you learnt ...
 30   ... is not as tall as ...
 31   ... as long as you promise ...
 32   ... instead of going ...
 33   ... delayed as a result of ...
 34   ... had run out of ...
 35   ... came up with the solution ...
 36   ... would not have got ...
 37   ... should not have insulted ...
 38   ... loses his temper ...
 39   ... I were you, I would ...
 40   ... got /caught a glimpse of ...
 41   ... are not allowed to smoke ...
 42   ... is out of order ...
 43   ... turned up for/to ... / ... turned out for ...
 44   ... we had not / hadn’t missed ... 
 45   ... apologised for yelling ...
 46   ... unlikely to be on time ...
 47   ... is being launched ...
 48   ... is in charge of ...
 49   ... you like me to get ...
 50   ... needn’t have spent so ...
 51   ... cannot/can’t have/could not have run away ...

 52   ... been in favour of ...
 53   ... to avoid getting ...
 54   ... to keep in touch/contact ...
 55   ... spite of not having ...
 56   ... may not have been informed ...
 57   ... despite the fact (that) ...
 58   ... by the time ...
 59   ... learn this poem by heart, ...
 60   ... with a view to becoming ...
 61   ... in case we get ...
 62   ... no matter what ...
 63   ... mind if I used ... / mind me/my using
 64   ... not as/so demanding as ...
 65   ... reminded me to take/get ...
 66   ... prevented him from walking ...
 67   ... can not / can’t have known ...
 68   ... due to the fact that
 69   ... forbade me/us to ...
 70   ... on the point of starting ...
 71   ... the event of a fire ...
 72   ... had better not go ...
 73   ... tell the difference between ...
 74   ... wishes she had never married ...
 75   ... is used to appearing ...
 76   ... denied having given them ...
 77   ... get / have a chance to meet ...
 78   ... did away with ...
 79   ... may not have received/got ...
 80   ... lost sight of  ...
 81   ... to get round to surfing ...
 82   ... to make up for ... / ... to make amends for ...
 83   ... needn’t have woken up ...
 84   ... only I had not forgotten ...
 85   ... were alarmed by ...
 86   ... drop me a line ...
 87   ... hit the roof ...
 88   ... is similar to ...
 89   ... was called off ...
 90   ... would not have taken up ...
  91   ... had no intention of disturbing ...
  92   ... does this car belong to ...
  93   ... make a decision about / on ...
  94   ... is on good/friendly terms ...
  95   ... was not simple enough ...
  96   ... is the shop where ...
  97   ... ought to have/get your car ...
  98   ... would sooner watch football than ...
  99   ... made her way to ...
100   ... has the same number of/an equal number of ...
101   ... is more expensive than ...
102   ... must have been involved ...

Further Practice on Key Word TransformationsFurther Practice on Key Word Transformations
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103   ... made him/Jack tidy ...
104   ... there’s/is no/little point in ...
105   ... to be present at ...
106   ... away even though ...
107   ... find it impossible to ...
108   ... was the first time (that) ...
109   ... ought not to have told ...
110   ... was set up ...
111   ... might not have got ...
112   ... approve of her staying ...
113   ... no good talking ...
114   ... unless we hurried, we would ...
115   ... taking care of ...
116   ... took the place of ...
117   ... is (only) the second time ...
118   ... is likely to be nominated ...
119   ... made it hard for me ...
120   ... is said to be ...
121   ... give you my word ...
122   ... been put off ...
123   ... look up to ...

124   ... didn’t/did not behave/act stupidly ...
125   ... gets on my ...
126   ... rely on Susan to help/helping ...
127   ... have/am in no doubt/don’t doubt ...
128   ... any guests/anyone came to ...
129   ... in vain to break ...
130   ... as if/as though he is fighting ...
131   ... (that) it was necessary for ...
132   ... good at playing ...
133   ... gave/lent me a (helping) hand ...
134   ... before/when he took up ...
135   ... while she was on ...
136   ... is going to be knocked ...
137   ... insists on us handing in ... / ... that we hand in
138   ... is unusual for Angie to ...
139   ... possible for me to ...
140   ... been involved in music since ...
141   ... what caused Jane to leave ...
142   ... pays any notice to ...
143   ... no interest in ...

Further Practice on Word FormationFurther Practice on Word Formation

   1   choice
    2   valuable
    3   countless
    4   unexpected
    5   energetic
    6   Unfortunately
    7   relationship
    8   loneliness
    9   scenery
  10   characteristics
  11   extensive/extended
  12   tendency
  13   decorations
  14   unchanged
  15   inhabitants
  16   thirds
  17   suitable
  18   mistakenly
  19   admiration
  20   requirement
  21   remarkable
  22   satisfaction
  23   knowledgeable

  24   agreement
  25   unbelievable
  26   broaden
  27   envious
  28   sympathetic
  29   sale
  30   popularity
  31   basically
  32   Freedom
  33   loss
  34   relatively
  35   arrangements
  36   awareness
  37   scientists
  38   solutions
  39   judgment
  40   advisable
  41   argument
  42   reasonable
  43   successful
  44   destruction
  45   signature
  46   publisher

  47   preference
  48   nervous
  49   majority
  50   skilled
  51   injuries
  52   cyclists
  53   irregular
  54   flight
  55   reliable
  56   residents
  57   measurements
  58   ensure
  59   appearances
  60   Hopefully
  61   decision
  62   unlucky
  63   latest
  64   poisonous
  65   incurable
  66   reference
  67   increasingly
  68   harmful
  69   additional

  70   responsibilities
  71   payment
  72   height
  73   strengthen
  74   length
  75   unemployment
  76   speciality
  77   considerable
  78   production
  79   growth
  80   reservations
  81   coastal
  82   purely
  83   limited
  84   cheerful
  85   specialise
  86   relaxation
  87   angrily
  88   importance
  89   discomfort
  90   Unlike
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Listening Test 1Listening Test 1

Express Publishing. FCE Practice Exam Papers 1.
Listening Test 1. 
I am going to give you the instructions for this test.
I shall introduce each part of the test and give you time
to look at the questions.
At the start of each piece you will hear this sound:

TONE

You will hear each piece twice.
Remember, while you are listening, write your answers
on the question paper. You will have 5 minutes at the
end of the test to copy your answers onto the separate
answer sheet.
There will now be a pause. Please ask any questions
now, because you must not speak during the test.

PAUSE 5 SECONDS

Now open your paper and look at Part 1.
PAUSE 5 SECONDS

You will hear people talking in eight different
situations. For questions 1-8, choose the best answer,
A, B or C.

   1
   You hear a man talking on the local radio station. 

PAUSE 2 SECONDS - TONE
   Do you ever dream of travelling to faraway places in
every corner of the globe? Do you want to get to know
how people live in different countries, and try their
national dishes? Well, now you too can become world
tourists by coming on one of our many tours, which are
both economical and affordable. You don’t have to
spend a fortune to enjoy our excellent hotels and
excursions to places of historical interest and unrivalled
beauty. So, phone us today on 01210 212 5983 and
one of our travel agents will help you choose the trip of
a lifetime.

PAUSE 2 SECONDS - TONE
REPEAT EXTRACT 1
PAUSE 2 SECONDS

   2
   You hear a TV chat show host talking about someone
called George Grosvenor. 

PAUSE 2 SECONDS - TONE
   And our last guest is someone who is very much in the
news at the moment. With the controversy over the
export of live animals to the Continent, every farmer in
the country wants to speak to him. He has one of the
most difficult jobs in the government as Secretary of
State for the department of Environment, Food and
Rural Affairs. Since he took office he has dealt with all
agricultural matters, ranging from problems in the

fishing industry to British farmers with concerns over
falling prices for food products. Now you have the
chance to put your questions to him. He is, of course,
the Right Honourable George Grosvenor.

PAUSE 2 SECONDS - TONE
REPEAT EXTRACT 2
PAUSE 2 SECONDS

   3
   You hear a man and a woman talking. 

PAUSE 2 SECONDS - TONE
   W: Now, I want to film the third episode – when the

announcer is found murdered just before his
morning radio show.

   M: Hold on – I’ve got to set up the microphones before
we can start filming.

   W: Hurry up! We’ve got to finish by tonight – Channel 9
wants to use the studio tomorrow for that quiz
programme about Hollywood film stars.

   M: OK! I am hurrying. I’ve got a commercial later, so I
want to get finished, too!

PAUSE 2 SECONDS - TONE
REPEAT EXTRACT 3
PAUSE 2 SECONDS

   4
   You hear a doctor talking to a patient. 

PAUSE 2 SECONDS - TONE
   D: Good morning. And what can I do for you today?
   P: Hello, Doctor. Well, I can’t actually say what the

matter is ... I just feel exhausted all the time.
   D: When did you first feel like this?
   P: I suppose I felt quite like this last time I came to see

you, after I had hurt my back, and I was off work for
ages. I was really depressed because I was in such
pain.

   D: But that cleared up quite a while ago. Is there a
reason why you are suffering from fatigue?

   P: Well, I do get stressed at work, which leaves me
worn out. All I want to do is go home and sleep!

PAUSE 2 SECONDS - TONE
REPEAT EXTRACT 4
PAUSE 2 SECONDS

   5
   You hear a news item about a woman called Mrs
Turner. 

PAUSE 2 SECONDS - TONE
   A: A pensioner has been given 625 years to pay off her

rent arrears. Judge Samson Westmorland said that
grandmother of three, Ellen Turner of Lapworth in
Warwickshire, could repay the £3,264 she owes
Solihull Borough Council at 15 pence per week. The
decision has been criticised by local councillors. Mrs
Turner later spoke to reporters ...

   E: I got sick and tired of paying rent year after year when
other people get their rents paid for them because
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they are getting benefits from the government. I’m
only a pensioner and they get more money than me.
My pension is only £58 a week.

PAUSE 2 SECONDS - TONE
REPEAT EXTRACT 5
PAUSE 2 SECONDS

   6
   You hear a young man talking. 

PAUSE 2 SECONDS - TONE
   I love children of all ages. One day I’d like children of
my own, and I think I’d be a good father. I really enjoy
learning things, and I like passing on my knowledge to
other people. My own student days were the happiest
of my life, and helping to educate the students in my
school makes me happy now. Yes, I think mine is the
best profession in the world – I’m not well paid, but we
do have long summer holidays!

PAUSE 2 SECONDS - TONE
REPEAT EXTRACT 6
PAUSE 2 SECONDS

   7
   You hear a short news item about a cancelled theatre
performance. 

PAUSE 2 SECONDS - TONE
   A theatre in Chesterville had to cancel a matinée of the
children’s show Cinderella because the fairy godmother
didn’t turn up. Ellie Angelo, 61, who used to introduce the
popular children’s TV show Lumberjack, was visiting her
mother when she should have been on stage in the
Mermaid Theatre. A full house of 400 went home
disappointed. Theatre manager John Carlisle said that
Ellie Angelo had simply forgotten about a change in
dates for afternoon performances. The theatre plans to
have an extra matiné e for all the children who missed this
performance.

PAUSE 2 SECONDS - TONE
REPEAT EXTRACT 7
PAUSE 2 SECONDS

   8
   You hear a woman talking on the telephone. 

PAUSE 2 SECONDS - TONE
   Hello. Is that Dawson Construction? ..... Ah! I’ve been
trying to contact you all day, but the secretary said you
were out on another job. That’s why I want to speak to
you – you were supposed to be working on my house
today. ..... Fine, I can see that fixing a wall that’s
collapsing is an emergency – but why didn’t you let me
know? ..... No, sorry – that’s not good enough. You
agreed to do my kitchen this week, not next week. I’m
having a family celebration next week, so I need the
kitchen to be finished by then. ..... I’m afraid you’re
wrong. I told your secretary to arrange for the work to be
done today. I expect you to come tomorrow to do the
work. If you don’t, then I’ll have no choice but to call my
lawyer to sort it out. 

PAUSE 2 SECONDS - TONE
REPEAT EXTRACT 8
PAUSE 2 SECONDS

   That is the end of Part 1.

Now turn to Part 2.
PAUSE 5 SECONDS

You will hear part of a radio programme on which a
reviewer talks about a newly-published book about a
woman called Natalie Hardcastle. For questions 9-18,
complete the sentences with a word or short phrase.
You now have 45 seconds to look at Part 2.

PAUSE 45 SECONDS - TONE
        This account of the life of Natalie Hardcastle begins
with Natalie and her three young sons left alone on an
isolated Australian ranch. Their house is a wooden hut
with a hole in the roof, there is no running water or
electricity, and there are no neighbours for 100 miles in
any direction. More importantly, there is no husband to
support the family. This is the low point in Natalie’s
fortunes, and the real story of the biography lies in how
she and her sons come to terms with the disaster which
life and her husband deal out to them.

        At intervals throughout the book, we’re told how she
came to be in this position. We learn of her childhood
and youth in 1950s Sydney, about her dreams of
Olympic fame, and about the riding accident which
crushed her ankle and, with it, all her hopes of sporting
achievement. We learn, too, of her meeting with Tony
Hardcastle, a wealthy businessman and racing driver.
He sweeps her off her feet and into marriage. Only then
do we learn, as she learns, of the flaws in his character,
with the risky business ventures he favours, which lead
to financial disaster and cause her to be stranded,
penniless, in the Australian outback.

        Tony leaves her to restart his racing career in
Europe, which isn’t a success. He returns to Australia
but not to Natalie. At this point Natalie decides to try to
keep the family together and start her own business
venture. She sets up a travelling clothes shop and
beauty parlour – in a van! She converts an old delivery
van and buys clothes from Sydney. Travelling at the 
weekends, with her children sleeping in the back, she 
visits small outback towns where the women greet her
enthusiastically – they’ve never had these luxuries
before. At last Natalie begins to make some money, but
then disaster strikes. Tony comes back and forbids her 
to continue her business. Soon the money she’s saved 
is gone and her financial problems return.

        Ordinary mortals might have given up at this stage,
but not Natalie Hardcastle. Of course there are moments
when she feels depressed or when she lies awake at
night worrying about how she’s going to pay the bills. But
she’s a fighter who refuses to give in to misfortune.

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16
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Enough drama for one life, you might think, but fate and
Tony Hardcastle haven’t finished with her yet. Financial
disaster hasn’t dimmed her husband’s taste for losing
money. His sudden death in a barroom fight uncovers
huge debts, and relatives keen to take every penny from
his estate, even if it leaves his family starving. Hard
work, along with good luck and a surprise win in the state
lottery, gives her time to keep the creditors at bay until
she can afford to pay them off.

        It’s a remarkable story, and one that made me look at
my own duller, but far safer husband in an altogether
more positive light.

PAUSE 10 SECONDS
   Now you will hear Part 2 again.

TONE

REPEAT PART 2
PAUSE 5 SECONDS

   That is the end of Part 2.

Now turn to Part 3.
PAUSE 5 SECONDS

You will hear five short extracts in which people are
talking about a public protest. For questions 19-23,
choose from the list (A-H) which statement applies to
each person. Use the letters only once. There are three
extra letters which you do not need to use. 
You now have 30 seconds to look at Part 3.

PAUSE 30 SECONDS - TONE
   Speaker 1

PAUSE 2 SECONDS
   Well, I had nothing to do with it, really. I only happened
to be in the square because I was doing the weekly
shopping. Anyway, all of a sudden, lots of policemen
arrived and started closing off the streets and
redirecting the traffic. And then a huge mass of people
filled the street, chanting slogans and waving banners.
Of course, I’ve seen a lot of the same kind of thing on
the telly, but seeing it close up was a new experience for
me. I must admit I wanted to see how it all would turn
out, and I’d done all my shopping, so I hung around for
a while.

PAUSE 3 SECONDS
   Speaker 2

PAUSE 2 SECONDS
   I’m pretty new on the job and I was expecting some
action. Not a bit of it! The demonstrators gave us no
trouble at all. It was the motorists who were the problem
– sitting there arguing with us when they can see a great
wall of people in front of them! What could we do? Force
them to move and risk trouble? You’d think the motorists
would have more sense. But as far as the crowd goes, I
was amazed by their self-control. Not a single arrest – no
trouble at all. It all went off peacefully!

PAUSE 3 SECONDS

   Speaker 3
PAUSE 2 SECONDS

   Just my luck – a huge demonstration closing the
streets, and a policeman telling me to turn left and go
around another way. And I was running late as well.
I’ve only just moved to London, so I don’t know my way
around yet. But would the policeman help out? Ha! I
mean, it’s bad enough to have all your plans changed,
but when someone won’t take the time to show you the
right way, you’ve every right to get annoyed. It’s not
surprising people complain about paying taxes when
public servants do anything but give the service we
deserve.

PAUSE 3 SECONDS
   Speaker 4

PAUSE 2 SECONDS
   On the whole I think it went very well. Everything went
according to plan. I told everyone while we were
organising it, as long as the fanatics didn’t turn up, things
would go without a hitch. No arrests, no reported injuries,
just a nice day out for all concerned, really. Whether or
not anybody listens to us and does something about the
situation remains to be seen. But I’m optimistic.

PAUSE 3 SECONDS
   Speaker 5

PAUSE 2 SECONDS
   It was all they talked about in the pub for weeks.
Everyone making comments about strikes and
demonstrations and going on about people getting
arrested and injured and all that. I was expecting to
come back looking like a war casualty and I almost did.
I did get hurt – a large bruise and a few small cuts – but
not in the way people think, not in the demonstration
itself! Who believes you when you say that you walked
into a lamp-post while someone else was talking to
you? I’ll never be able to show my face in the pub
again. I feel such an idiot.

PAUSE 10 SECONDS
   Now you will hear Part 3 again.

TONE

REPEAT PART 3
PAUSE 5 SECONDS

   That is the end of Part 3.

Now turn to Part 4.
PAUSE 5 SECONDS

You will hear a radio interview with a conservationist
called Kay Giles, who is trying to help young people
understand the importance of protecting the
environment. For questions 24-30, choose the best
answer A, B or C.
You now have 1 minute to look at Part 4.

PAUSE 1 MINUTE - TONE

17

18

19-G

20-A

21-H

22-B

23-E
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   C: Here with me in the studio this evening I have Kay
Giles the head of The Energy Save Organisation,
who has kindly come in to tell us about a campaign
she’s just launched to educate school children on
the importance of protecting the environment. So
just how do you intend to go about this, Kay?

   K: Well, Charles, at Energy Save we believe that the
only way to ensure the survival of the planet is to
make sure that up and coming generations are
active environmentalists. We aim to help develop
this in the first place by organising seminars for
teachers because teachers need to help prepare
pupils for the future. We want schools to make
environmental studies an exciting subject that really
grabs pupils’ attention.

   C: How exactly are they going to do this?
   K: Well, to start off with, we’ve given all the teachers

involved with the project information packs with
examples of how they can organise lessons and
projects. The idea is to get the pupils out of the
classroom and to show them what harm is being
done to their areas by pollution from factories and
big business. Another idea is to get pupils to
conduct surveys amongst their family to find out
how Green they are. This should help bring the whole
family into conservation more. The more people
involved, the better, after all.

   C: What can young people be encouraged to do in
their own homes?

   K: I really think it’s great that everyone now has to
recycle their household waste. All young people
now know that organising waste into different
categories – separate bins for paper, plastic and
glass, for instance – is actually very easy to do. So,
the next step is getting them to also realise how
easy it is to conserve energy and water around the
home too, especially if you know how to organise
your household activities properly and remember a
few golden rules.

   C: What about other forms of recycling, apart from
ordinary rubbish?

   K: That’s a very good point. We also run a project
called ‘Second Chance’ to get pupils to collect
anything at home that they don’t want anymore for
recycling. This could be old clothing, toys, any old
obsolete gadgets, such as a broken camera or
mobile phone. Anything at all, in fact, that people no
longer want but somebody else could use or it could
be recycled. This means that none of these items
end up in a landfill.

   C: Do you think the message is getting through to
young people?

   K: Yes I do. I think that young people of today are
much more aware of environmental issues than

young people were, say, ten years ago. There’s still
a long way to go, of course. But we have to keep
plugging the message. You have to remember that
the young people of today, will be the parents of the
next generation of young people. If they are aware
of the issues and know how to do practical things to
help protect the environment then they will teach
their own children too. This is the most effective way
to ensure a brighter greener future for the world.

   C: Do you think the government is doing enough at the
moment?

   K: In a word? No. To be strictly fair, they have at least
started to take environmental issues more seriously
than they did in the past but they still fall very short
of what would be ideal. The government is trying to
get away with doing as little as possible about the
environment until it’s absolutely forced to do
something. But this is a dangerous game because
we could find ourselves in the position where it has
finally become too late to reverse the damage done
to the environment.

   C: Have you got a message for our young listeners
before we finish the programme today?

   K: Yes, I do. All of us must never forget that we are
here to look after the world so that it will be here for
future generations. Don’t wait for an environmental
disaster to strike before you start to help protect
your local environment. Finding out about what you
can do is easy. Just visit our website for further
details. All it takes is for everyone to work together
and it will be possible to solve any problems and
make the world a better place for everyone.  You can
make a difference today!

PAUSE 10 SECONDS
   Now you will hear Part 4 again.

TONE

REPEAT PART 4
PAUSE 5 SECONDS

   That is the end of Part 4.
   There will now be a pause of 5 minutes for you to copy
your answers onto the separate answer sheet. Be sure
to follow the numbering of all the questions. I shall
remind you when there is one minute left, so that you
are sure to finish in time.

PAUSE 4 MINUTES
   You have one more minute left.

PAUSE 1 MINUTE
   That is the end of the test. Please stop now. Your
supervisor will now collect all the question papers and
answer sheets.
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Speaking Test 1Speaking Test 1

Part 2 (Model Interview)
Interlocutor: In this part of the test, I’m going to give each
of you two photographs. I’d like you to talk about your
photographs on your own for about a minute, and also to
answer a short question about your partner’s
photographs. Bob, it’s your turn first. Here are your
photographs. They show different types of homes. I’d like
you to compare the photographs, and say what it might be
like to live in homes like these.
Bob:Well, to begin with, in the first picture there is a small
wooden house – a log cabin, I think – whereas in the
second picture we can see a modern house. I think it is a
bungalow and it seems to be quite large, certainly a lot
bigger than the cabin in the first picture. Because the
cabin seems to be in the country, perhaps in a forest, I
imagine it would be very quiet and peaceful to live there,
but you might feel a bit lonely at times as it is very
isolated. As I said, the second house is modern so I’m
sure that it would have all the conveniences you need to
make life comfortable. I think it is probably a lot closer to
public transport and other facilities as well, so I think
people living in a house like this would have fewer
problems than people living in a log cabin. I think the
cabin would be quite difficult to maintain, actually,
because the wood could rot over a period of time so you
would have to treat it regularly. I don’t think you would
have such problems in this modern house.
Interlocutor: Thank you. Susan, which of these homes
would you prefer to live in?
Susan: Well, although the bungalow looks comfortable,
I’d prefer to live in the log cabin. I’m a romantic sort of
person and, to me, the cabin looks very romantic.
Interlocutor: Thank you. Now, Susan, here are your
photographs. They show different types of holiday. I’d like
you to compare the photographs, and say why you think
people choose holidays like these.
Susan: Well, the first picture shows a man relaxing on a
yacht and the second picture shows some people in a
jungle. One of them is pointing at something and the man
here looks as though he is about to take a photograph so
I imagine they are on a safari holiday. I suppose the most
important difference is the type of holiday. The first one is
probably more relaxing and luxurious while the other is
quite adventurous. I think people would choose to go on
a yachting holiday or a cruise because they want to get
away from their hectic lifestyles. Of course, anyone who
is interested in wildlife and adventure would choose to go
on a safari. This kind of holiday probably appeals more to
people who are active.
Interlocutor: Thank you. Bob, Would you enjoy going on
a safari holiday?

Bob: Yes, I would like to go on a safari because I think it
would be really exciting. It would be amazing to see all the
animals in their natural environment. But I think it would
also be very expensive, so realistically I’d probably
choose something else. I’d probably go on a camping
holiday, here in my own country, because that would be a
lot cheaper, and I’d still get to be in nature. Camping
holidays can be exciting, too.
Interlocutor: Thank you.

Answers for Model Interview (Part 2)

Bob: People living in a log cabin may feel lonely because
it is isolated. There may be maintenance problems as the
logs need to be treated. A modern house is more
comfortable as it has all the conveniences required and it
is close to facilities and public transport.
Susan: People would choose a yachting holiday to get
away from the stress of their normal lives. People who are
active and interested in wildlife would choose a safari
holiday.

Part 3 (Model Interview)
Interlocutor: Now, I’d like you to talk about something
together for about two minutes. I’d like you to imagine that
an older couple are planning a holiday. Here are some
ideas they are considering, and a question for you to
discuss. First you have some time to look at the task.
Now, talk to each other about how enjoyable these ideas
would be for older people.
Bob: Hmmmmm ... I don’t think that a camping holiday
would be ideal for the older couple, do you?
Susan: I agree. I think it takes a lot of effort and it can
certainly be tiring for older people. 
Bob: What about a skiing holiday?
Susan: A skiing holiday sounds great to me, but I’m not
sure it would be suitable for an older couple. Skiing might
be too strenuous for older people. What do you think?
Bob: Well, I’m not sure I agree with you on that. I think
that they would enjoy a skiing holiday but they would have
to be quite active and fit.
Susan: Yes, you’re right. It depends on how active and fit
they are. Although I have to say that going on a beach
holiday would offer more opportunities. I think it would be
relaxing and enjoyable. The couple could stay in a lovely
hotel by the sea, wake up each morning and go
swimming, then spend the afternoons exploring the town
and the evenings eating in seaside fish restaurants. 
Bob: You’re right. On a beach holiday they would
combine comfort with relaxation. What about a coach
trip? I think this type of holiday is quite popular among
older people because they don’t need to plan very much.
A travel agency organises the itinerary.
Susan: I think you’re right. For example, on an organised
sightseeing holiday all they need to do is hop on the
coach and enjoy the route. 
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Bob: Mmmm ... It’s a good solution for older people, isn’t
it? What do you think about the sailing holiday? 
Susan: I don’t think this type of holiday would be suitable
for the couple. It’s a bit complicated and quite adventurous
for older people. Unless, of course, they’ve been sailing for
years and know how to do it very well. If they’re
experienced sailors they would enjoy it, but otherwise it
could even be dangerous.
Bob: That’s true. Like we said for the skiing holiday, it
depends on the couple.
Interlocutor: Thank you. Now you have about a minute
to decide which holiday would be the most suitable for
older people.
Bob: So, which type of holiday do you think older people
would prefer?
Susan: I think they’d be most attracted to the beach
holiday. That way, they could combine fresh air and
swimming in the sea with the comforts of a nice hotel. I
believe most people, as they get older, prefer to have
comfortable living conditions. But I also believe they might
like the coach trip. They could visit a new city and see all
the sights and they wouldn’t have to worry about driving
or speaking the language because all the trip would be
planned for them. What do you think? We have to choose
one. Which do you think is best?
Bob: I agree with all the points you made and I’d like to
add that they wouldn’t be isolated on those types of
holiday. It’s hard to choose just one, because different
people have different tastes. I guess I would choose the
beach holiday. I think just about everybody enjoys relaxing
in the sun.
Susan: Yes, I agree. I think both are good choices but the
beach holiday has the most to offer older people.
Interlocutor: Thank you.

Part 4 (Model Interview)
Interlocutor: Do you think young people choose different
holiday destinations to older people?
Bob: Yes, of course. Usually older people aren’t as active,
and comfort is more important to them. For example, most
wouldn’t enjoy camping in a tent. And most older people, I
think, would prefer a quiet place. They wouldn’t enjoy a
resort where there were lots of noisy parties all night, while
many young people would think that was great.
Susan: Yes, but I’d like to add that it depends a lot on the
attitude and the health of the older person. What I mean is,
if older people have adventurous personalities and are
physically fit, they might enjoy something like a trekking
holiday as much as a younger person would. And some
people hate trekking holidays, because they hate to walk,
even when they’re young. And another point is that most
older people have more money than younger people, so
maybe this is why they’re more likely to choose comfortable
accommodation.

Bob: You have a good point there. Maybe some young
people don’t actually enjoy camping either, but do it
because they can’t afford a hotel. While more older
people might be able to afford to choose. 
Susan: Yes, and some older people do enjoy camping.
My uncle loves to go camping.
Interlocutor: Thank you. Bob, is it possible to have a
good holiday without spending much money?
Bob: Yes, of course. The money’s not so important.
What’s important is spending time with friends and family,
and going somewhere a little different. If you don’t want to
spend money you can stay at a campsite, or you can even
stay with friends. Some people stay in hostels and they
sleep in dormitories and cook in the hostel kitchen. That
way, they don’t even have to pay to eat out.
Interlocutor: Susan, do you agree?
Susan: Well, no. Actually, I don’t agree at all. First of all,
it’s really sad to visit a foreign country and not eat out in
restaurants. I think the different cuisines are such an
important part of a country’s culture. Personally, I would
hate to have to cook my own food and miss that
opportunity. 
Bob: But if you just go to the seaside in your own country,
for example, there’s no need to spend a lot of money
eating out, is there?
Susan: Yes, that’s true, but if you go abroad, it’s
important to try the local cuisine. Also, sometimes a group
of friends might decide to go somewhere together, and if
you don’t have money, you might not be able to go with
them. This is another difficult situation. You couldn’t really
go along if you had to stay in a hostel when they were all
staying in a hotel. You would feel alone and sad.
Personally, I’d rather stay home than be in that situation.
Of course, if you have friends who live in a different city
then you can visit them. This is the perfect solution, I
think.
Bob: So what you’re saying is that it’s still possible to
have a good holiday, but it’s just more difficult to plan and
you don’t have so many options, right? 
Susan: Well, yes. I guess so.
Interlocutor: Thank you. Susan, is it important for people
to go on holiday each year?
Susan: Umm, no, I don’t think so. I think when times are
difficult there’s nothing wrong with staying home
sometimes. Missing their holiday for one year will not kill
anybody. In fact, saving the money could make life a lot
less stressful, while spending money you can’t afford
could make the next year very difficult. The reason for a
holiday is to relax, not to make life more stressful!
Interlocutor: What do you think, Bob?
Bob: I completely agree. There’s no need to go abroad
and stay in an expensive hotel every year. But I think it’s
important to have time off. Everyone needs a break from
work. But it’s just as good to stay home and read, or study
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something new, or spend time on a hobby. Sometimes it’s
better, even. 
Susan: Yes.
Interlocutor: Thank you. That is the end of the test.

Answers for Model Interview (Parts 3 and 4)

  1   They choose the beach holiday because it would be
the most relaxing and offer the most in the terms of
the activities that would appeal most to a mature
couple.

  2   Yes, young people prefer active holidays and older
people value comfort. On the other hand, they say it
depends on the individual.

  3   No, they say it’s not important; free time is important
but not going away.

Speaking Test 2Speaking Test 2

Part 2 (Model Interview)
Interlocutor: In this part of the test, I’m going to give each
of you two photographs. I’d like you to talk about your
photographs on your own for about a minute, and also to
answer a short question about your partner’s
photographs. Tom, it’s your turn first. Here are your
photographs. They show people doing different jobs. I’d
like you to compare the photographs, and say what it
might be like to do these jobs.
Tom: Well ... in the first picture, there is a nurse wearing
a white uniform and in the second picture, there is a man
on a construction site. He is not a construction worker,
though, because he is wearing a suit and he has some
drawings in his hands. I think he is an architect. In the first
picture, the nurse is talking to a patient, while in the
second picture the architect is having a discussion with a
colleague, or perhaps an engineer. I think it would be
rewarding to do both of these jobs, but for very different
reasons. First of all, I’m sure nurses feel satisfied when
patients get better and that is their reward for doing a very
hard and stressful job. On the other hand, an architect
must feel satisfied when a building project is finished and
he or she can see the result of their efforts. It’s also a
stressful job, of course, because a lot of things can go
wrong.
Interlocutor: Thank you. Fiona, which of the jobs would
you prefer to do?
Fiona: Actually, I’ve wanted to be an architect since I was
a little girl. I love drawing and making models of buildings.
My friends say I’m very good!
Interlocutor: Thank you. Now, Fiona, here are your
photographs. They show different places to live. I’d like
you to compare the photographs, and say what the
advantages would be of living in these homes.

Fiona: In the first picture, I can see a beautiful detached
house with a lovely front garden which seems to be in a
spacious area. In the second picture, I see a flat with a
balcony and a view of the city. Both types of
accommodation look new and have a contemporary
design. The main difference between the two pictures,
though, has to do with space and location. The house is
more spacious as it is located in a residential area. The
flat is less roomy because it is located in the city. That’s
the advantage of the house, while the advantage of the
flat is the convenience of being in the city centre and
having everything close by. I would definitely prefer to live
in a house as I would enjoy the space it would offer.
Besides, living in a residential area would mean less air
and noise pollution. I would also like the idea of having
barbecues and parties in the garden or hopping on my
bike and cycling around the area.
Interlocutor: Thank you. Tom, which place would you
prefer to live in?
Tom: I would definitely go for the flat! A flat close to the
city centre would give me access to different types of
entertainment, and I wouldn’t have to worry about moving
around as the public transport networks are usually very
good in cities.

Answers for Model Interview (Part 2)

Tom: Both jobs would be stressful but rewarding. A nurse
feels rewarded when patients get better and an architect
takes satisfaction from the successful completion of a
building project.
Fiona: Advantages of the house are that it is more
spacious and there would be less pollution. Likes the idea
of having barbecues and garden parties. Advantage of
the flat is the convenience of having everything nearby.

Part 3 (Model Interview)
Interlocutor: Now, I’d like you to talk about something
together for about two minutes. Here are some things that
people do for entertainment, and a question for you to
discuss. First you have some time to look at the task.
Now, talk to each other about what people would enjoy
about these forms of entertainment.
Tom: Hmmm.... a concert. I don’t think I would enjoy a
concert very much because I find them too noisy. But
some people might enjoy the noise, I suppose. 
Fiona: I think if somebody likes a band, then they would
really enjoy a concert because they could see them
playing live. Some bands are really good at performing
live and they share a lot of energy with their audience.
What about going to the cinema? Would you enjoy that?
Tom: Oh, yes. Of course!
Fiona: Why?
Tom: Well, it’s relaxing, and I would enjoy watching a film
on the big screen, as well as going out with my friends.
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